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Introducti-on

llany lmpurities are solvable in silicon. In the crystal lattJ.ce they
cari occupy substitutional sites, ínterstitial sites, or new bond struc-
tures are locally formed involvÍng the impurity and some sLlicon atoms.
Impurlties which are normally substltutlonal, such as Ge, B, P, and S

are characterlzed by low diffusion coefficlents. Interstitial impuritles,
examples are Li and Fe, have high nobllities. Oxygên, which occupies a

bond-centered posltlon, is an intermediately fast diffuser. I9ith a

mobÍle inpurity species present, interactions between lmpurities become
possible. Reaction rates are often diffuslon-llnited. Reaction products
can vary in slze fron point-Iike defects via small complexes to macro-
scopic clusters. Inpurity chemistry in silicon is rich ln appearance.
The possibilities are too numerous ttle be treated ln any detail in limited
space. Therefore, this revlew deals only with lron-d.oped silicon. First,
the properties of isoLated lron will be surnmarized. Subsequently, a

discussion will be glven on lron-lmpurlty pairs, small lron complexes,
and iron precipitation. Other 3d-transition metal impurities, for
example chromium and manganese I show very similar behaviour j.n silicon.
Ho\dever, the most data are avilable for lron as it ls the more common

inpurÍty.

2. ïsolated ïron Impurity Atoms

Iron is a fast-diffusing eLement in sillcon. The diffusÍon constant,
measured over the range 11OO-1300 oC ls expressed by DF" = 8.9.10-3.
exp(-0.90 evlkt) cm2ls [t]. rtre sotubility at 1200 oC is about
1.5.1015 atons/cm' [f-:]. Because of the high mobility, it 1s dlfficult
to prevent iron contamination of crystals during treatments at hlgh
temperatures. Iron ls easily introduced unÍntentionally [l-Z] and has

been identified as a thermal defect [e-t A] . Iron dlffuses lntersti-
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tÍally [:] . after gr:enching to r6n temperature iron is found to occupy
the tetrahedral interstitial lattice sites. A deep donor level j-n the
silicon bandgap is associated hrith this j-mpurity [15-17]. The level
position at E--- + (0.39 * 0.02) eV was determined by Hall effect-vD
rtz,18,1 9] and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) h9-26] . carrier
capture cross-section, reported to be o! = 3.10-16 cmt and
oi = t5'10-16 cm' lzll are temper"trrt"pd.p"ndent wi-th an activation
energy of 43 mev [tS]. eottr neutral re! ana posj.tiveJ-y charged rel
are paramagnetic due to the partial filling of the 3d electron shell.
The modeL of Ludwig and líoodbury accounts for the electronic structure
[28]. Heutral iron has (3d)8 configuratlon, spin S = 1, and isotropic
Zeeman splitting factor g = 2.O7O 129,30]. The coincidence of the two
elêctron paramagnetj.c resonance (EPR) transitlons is lifted when the
syÍunêtry of the centre is lifted by applying uniaxial stress [ft-:al.
Positively charged f"l n.= a configuration (3d) 7. The ground state is an

orbital triplet T1 with effective momentum L' = 1 r which couples to
the spin S = 3/2 to give a total momentum J = 1 /2. Tlre isotropic a
value is g = 3.524 [so,et]. The centre exhihits dynamical Jahn-Teller
effects [:A]. spin-]attice relaxation rates were determfnea [:S-:Zl.
Photolumj.nescence from deep states associated wlth lron was observed

[38]. Theoretically, the electronic structure has been described using
the spin-restricted scattered-hrave Xo method for a small. cluster con-
taining a central iron atom [SS-at]. A deep.bandgap donor level was

found indeed. Àn electronic level at Ecb-0.55 eV, frequently reported
12,16,42-44) is probably not associated with a single iron impurÍt12.

After 1.8 MeV electron irradiation of iron-doped silicon an EPR

spectrum arising from a centre with one iron atom was observed [45146]
The spectrum was ascribed to substitutional iron. Vacancies created by
the irradiation may have enabled the interstitial to substitutional
conversion. The centre has <111> axlal symmetry.

3. Iron-Impuf ilv_ 3ai-rs

3. 1 . Iron-Acceptor Pairs

Keeping silicon crystals at room temperature lnterstitial iron is
Iost from solid solution. This process proceeds faster in p-type sl-
licon; n-type material is more stable [lZ]. fn p-type silj-con iron
atoms will release their donor electron to the acceptors, thereby
becoming positively charged. The attraction betvíeen mobile positive

_+iron ions Fe, and negative acceptor ions À, is sufficiently strong toL
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favour associations at room temperature. The existence of the lron-
acceptor pairs FeB, FeGa and FeIn, is confirmed by theÍr EPR spectra

[aO,ee]. The trío chemical components in a pair are unamblgously lden-
tlfled by a characteristic hyperfine structure. The FeB and FeGa pairs
have <111> axial symmetry [fO,+S], cursistently with the slmplest pair
model of a substltutlonal acceptor lmpurity with an iron ion on a
nearest interstitial site. The angular dependence of the resonance
of FeIn lndÍcates rhombtc sl,mnetry [lOrlS]. Energy level-s for the
pairs have been measured by Hall effect and DLTS [ze]. oonor levels
are reported at Evb * O.1O ev for FeB 1t5,22,25r26,50], at Evb + 0.19
eV for reÀl [19,50] and at E.rO + 0.24 eV for reca [tg]. att additional
level for FeB at Ecb - 0.55 eV ls probably an acceptor level of the
same palr [SO]. afso for FêAI a second level, at Evb + 0.13 eV, is
found [SO]. rt is possibly related to a different pair structure. The

formation of palrs proceeds faster at lncreased temperatures and at
higher levels of acceptor doping [ZZ]. rtris is conslstent wlth a

diffusion-lirnited reaction process and a time constant r = (4rmo\"R) 1,

!'rLth a Coulomb capture radius R [42]. The actlvatlon energy for the
pairing process near room tenperature, reported = 0.83 eV, is sJ.ightly
less than for lnterstitlal diffusion at high Èemperatures lZZ,eZ).
complicated kinetics have been observed [lS]. ro account for thts a

separation of the pair process into t\f,o phases has been proposed [SO].
The pair interacÈion is an equilibrium process: pairs may associate
and dissociate. The equÍlibriun constant K = n".+g-/tr"*.no- w1ll have
a forn K(T) = K(-) exp(- H/kT). Expressing concentrations as site
fractionrthe pre-exponential constant K(6) must be close to the coor-
dinatlon number Z = 4 according to theory. The formation enthalpy AH

may be approximated by ÁII = e2/Areoerx.r. Iaking., = 11.8 for the di-
electric constant and r, = 0.235 nm, which is the distance between a

lattÍce site and an interstitial T-sÍte, one calculated AH = 0.52 eV.

Àccurate determLnations of K(T) have not been performed. Published
values for the binding energy of the FeB pair vary from 0.50 to 0.65
ev 122). Illumination by intense white 119ht causes dissociation of
the FeB pafr [50]. At temperatures above 150 oC pa.irs dissoctate 1r-
reversibly as then iron is lost from the solutiqt b1l precipitaÈidl. In-
formation available for the Íron-acceptor pairs is not yet complete.

3.2. Iron-Donor Pairs

Single interstitial iron is not a

either. Also in this material the
stable impurity j-n n-type silj-con
interstiti-a1 iron concentration de-
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creases when kept at room temperature by a thennally activated process,
with longer time constants than in p-type silicon. Intêractions of
neutral ilon atoms with the group v donors. P, Às, and Sb, elther in the
neutral or positive charge state have not been reporteal [11]. However,
wlth sulphur, which can act as a double donor, lron forms an lmpurity
pair. Four different such pairs rdere ldentifled by means of EPR

[S1,SZ] . They exhibit the expected twofold splitting when the magnetic
isotope 57Fe (Í=1/21 is used for dlffusion. For one centre also the
33s (Í.=3/21 hyperfine structure was observed. The 9 tensor of the
spectra indicates orÈhorhornbic symmetry for all centera. One of the
pairs is nearly <'111> axial wíth only a slight orthorho[Èic distortion.
The geometric structure of these defects ls therefore rather dÍfferent
from the iron-acceptor pairs. Thêy may consist of an lron and a sulphur
atom on a (110) plane. The electrical propertles of Èhese pairs were
not studied. Informatlon on iron-donor pairlng 1s still incomplete.

3.3. Iron-cold Pairs

Gold is an amphotêrlc impurity frequently used to control carrier life-
times in silicon. After guenchlng of silicon doped with both gold and
iron, the latter lmpurity sornetlmes unconsclously, an anisotropic EPR

spectrum can be observed [tt,Sf-SZ]. A fourfold splitting ln the
spectra indlcates the presence of one gold atom (1974u. abundance
100 t, Í = 3/21. Additional twofold splitting is present due to hyper-
fine interactions with one 57F" atom, when this lsotope 1s deliberately
diffused [Se]. ttre spectrum arises from a centre with trigonal symmetry.
Its angular dependence Ís usually due to the large electric guadrupol.e
moment of the 197ao nuclel. The hyperflne structure, the anisotropy of
the spectrum, and the known properties of gold and iron in silicon
allow a reliable interpretation of the spectrum. The model for the
centre is a neutral complex consisting of a substitutional gold atom
with an iron atom on a nearest nelghbour interstitial position.

The electronic structure of the AusFeÍ complex was analysed using
LCAO techniques [Se]. ftre most satisfactory description \ilas obtained
by assuming the Èransfer of one electron from the iron to the gold
lnpurity. The electronlc configurations then are (Sa)8esp3 and spin
SÀo = 1 for the negatlve au] 1on, and (3d)7 with spln Sr" = 3/2 for
the positive fel ion. Antiferromagnetic coupling betvreen thê two^I
localized spins is requíred to explain the experimentally observed
spin S ='l/2. Due to covalency the quantities <1713> for the d-orbltals
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on the gold and iron atoms are reduced considerably with respêct to
the free atoms. Also, the s-core polarizattons of these impuritles
solved in silicon are smaller than in most other materlal-s.

The ÀusFei paÍrs are formed to hlghest concentrations by heating
the samples as quenched to temperatures of 200-250 "C for 10 ninutes

[SS]. tfreir formation is accompanied by tlle disappeararrce of the inter-
stitial iron component. By heating above 250 oC the palrs are j.rre-
versibly lost.

3.4. Iron-Iron Pairs

Also interactions between iron atoms themselves were observed in EPR

[nO]. to avoid competing processes dislocatlon-free silicon of h19h
purity was used for these experiments. Palrs of lron atoms at small
separation were produced by high-energy electron irradiatlon followed
by modest annealing. Four EPR spectra related to iron pairs rivere re-
ported. fhe participation of two iron atoms to form one centre is
directly concluded from the characteristic hyperfine structure when

using the magnetic isotope 57r". rh" symmetry of the atomic arrange-
ment is trlgonal for one centre, monoclinlc for one other, and ortho-
rhombic, with slight distortion to lower syrunetry. for the two remalning
pairs. rn all four centres the tlto iron atoms occupy sites which are
equivalent by symnetry. Tentative atomic models for the iron-pair de-
fects were proposed. These models also Ínvolve vacancies created by

the irradiation. All tron pairs have spin S = 5/2. This could be ex-
plained in the Ludrdig-Woodbury model by assuming the occupation of
interstitial sltes by the iron atoms and parallel alignment of the
spins on the two atoms. Conslsting of two iron aÈoms onJ.y, the com-

plexes already act as ferromagnetic lnclusions. Every pair j-s observed
i.n a charged state. Deep bandgap levels are presumably associated with
the pairs. Some of the iron-pairs are dlrectly formed during the room

temperature j-rradiation. This shows that the lnterstitial iron im-
purity is the subject to radiatlon-induced diffusion.

Iron Complexes

upon anneal at temperatures above 120 "c the EPR signal of fe! de-
creases and Ís lost completely ultimately. even in pure silicon crys-
tals. This is not due to a mere shift of the Ferrnl level as no reso-

4.
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nance trom fe] becomes observable. Ànneal in the temperature range
120-150 oc produces a new EPR spectrum [ae]. Though this has much

smaller intensity, lts growth appears to be correlated with the de-
crease of the re! concentration. The EPR line width is too large for
hyperfine interactions with 57Fe, whlch are expected to be small, to
be resolvable. Nevertheless, the formatlon kinetics and the g value of
the spectrum strongly suggest an iron-related defect. Based on the ob-
served spin S = 4 of the spectrum,a complex consisting of four inter-
stj-tial iron atoms ln the neutral state is proposed. Ferromagnetic
coupling of the four S = 1 spins on the fe! constituents explains the
spi.n of the complex. The iron atoms are arranged in trlgonal synmetry.
The treltn centre is remj.nlscent of (Mnl)4, though the latter centre
has cubic symmetry and its structure is well establj-shed by resolved
55ton hyp"rfine interactions [ss] . rtre spectrum of trell n is lost by
anneal at 250 oC. The identification of thls four-iron-atom complex
needs further confirmation.

5. L

5. 1 - Formation of Clusters

After slow cooling of silicon following iron diffusion at high tempe-
rature,no Ínterstitial component is present. ÀIso, dissolved interstÍ-
tj-al i-ron is lost by heating above 250 "C. After such treatments me-

tallic precipitates are observable by transmission electron microscopy
and by x-ray topography. The dimensions reported for these segregations
vary from 10 nrn to several pm's. The precipitates are not pure iron
inclusions, but compounds of silicon and iron, possibly retsi [OO].
They cause the so-called hazy appearance after preferential etching.
A large density of minute etch pits, typically with a diameter of 1 pm'

is visible on the surface. The density of these bulk clusters is larger
in the middle of the crystals than close to the surfaces. The nature
of the nucleation sites is not well defined yet. oxygen can play a

role as Czochralski silicon behaves differently from float-zone silicon.

5.2. Precipitation on Dislocations

In strongly dislocated silicon no intêrstitial iron impurity can be de-
tected after doping and quenching. Though iron is introduced, as

evidenced by nuclear activation analysis' the fraction prêsent on
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interstitlal sites, measured specifj.cally by EPR, is much lower or
entlrely absent. In the range of 105 to 107 dislocations per cm2, the
interstitial iron component falls from normal to zero [et]. around the
dislocations there appear to exist depleted zones with the radius of
about 2 urn [et]. Iron atoms within thls radius arê trapped by the dis-
locaÈion strain field and are concentrated near the dislocation core
already during the iritial quenchjng. Iron atoms origlnally locatêd out-
side the dislocaÈion zones can diffuse to and be trapped in these zones
j.n thermally activated'anneal. The deposition of iron at the disloca-
tions changes the shape of the etch pj.ts [02].

5.3. Precipitation on Surfaces

Í{hen condltions of time and temperature are suj.table for iron to xnigrate
over macroscoplc dlstances it can precipitate on surfaces. This has been
demonstrated in cases where surfaces were carefully cleaned from Íron
before the heat treatment. Iron contamination of silicon crystals can
thus be remedied by a proper gettering technique. Heating of tlre salnples

in a gas strean containing HCI will remove iron impurities, probably
because metaLlic chlorides wièh high volatility are formed at the sur-
face [t 2,*7 .
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